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Flex-a-lite® Now Offers a Direct-fit Flex-a-Fit® Aluminum Radiator and
Electric Fan Combo for the Popular Jeep Cherokee (XJ)
●
●

Radiator and electric fan combination will keep an XJ cool while improving engine power and
gas mileage
This is a drill-free, bolt-in installation

Las Vegas – Flex-a-lite introduces a solid performance cooling solution for the ’87-’01 Jeep Cherokee
(XJ). This new radiator and fan combination replaces the stock cooling system without any drilling or
modifications to the vehicle.
The radiator features a 2-row, all-aluminum core, hand-welded to patented side tanks with “T” channels
to dissipate heat more efficiently. The radiator is available with or without electric fans pre-mounted at
the factory. When you opt for the electric fans, you get three 10-inch fans, moving a total of 2,400 cfm
of airflow. The combination includes a Flex-a-lite Variable Speed Controller that starts the fans at 60percent power and increases fan speed as the temperature rises. This controller also lets you adjust
the temperature at which the fans turn on between approximately 160 and 240 degrees Fahrenheit.
The fans come factory mounted to the radiator: Simply lift the assembly out of the box and bolt it to the
radiator core support after removing the factory radiator, auxiliary electric fan and belt-driven fan. The
radiator and electric fans are manufactured in the U.S.
For Jeep Cherokees with automatic transmissions, Flex-a-lite offers an optional transmission cooler kit
that mounts a Flex-a-lite Translife cooler in front of the radiator. This is a direct-fit kit that includes
radiator or a stock radiator.
Part Numbers:
67108
67000
4116XJ

Radiator with electric fans - ‘87-‘01 Jeep Cherokees (XJ)
Radiator only - ‘87-‘01 Jeep Cherokees (XJ)
Direct-fit transmission cooler kit for ‘87-‘01 Jeep Cherokees (XJ)

Please visit www.flex-a-lite.com for more information.
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